OVERVIEW

Since most content in Ethnio is defined by the customer, including language, colors, and links, the accessibility of any given screener is largely controlled by the screener. That said, we’re mostly compliant with Section 508 and WCAG 2.0 (Level AA). Most checks of an ethnio direct link will show numerous small errors, which for the most part can be easily fixed or aren’t applicable to screeners, like “site map.” Screen readers work incredibly well with Ethnio because of the simple layout and functionality. Below are the known accessibility issues with ethnio screeners.

KNOWN ISSUES

You select your own colors, so these WCAG 2.0 issues with ethnio are largely up to the customer. There is only one known Section 508 issue, and that is having a noscript section immediately following the script section.

• 1.4 Distinguishable: Make it easier for users to see and hear content including separating foreground from background.

• Repair: Replace your b (bold) elements with em or strong.

• 2.4 Navigable: Provide ways to help users navigate, find content, and determine where they are.

Responsive Design means Accessible Design

Every ethnio screener automatically scales content according to ViewPort size, which means screen readers and large fonts will always function well with Ethnio. The one caveat is that our JavaScript is placed within your site, so we are somewhat limited to the overall accessibility of any page where Ethnio JS code is placed.
• **Check 174:** Anchor contains no text. Repair: Add text to the a element or the title attribute of the a element or, if an image is used within the anchor, add Alt text to the image.

• **Check 248:** Visual lists may not be properly marked.

• **Check 271:** dir attribute may be required to identify changes in text direction.

• **Check 43:** h2 may be used for formatting. Manual Check Required Line 2, Column 699:

• **Check 276:** Repeated components may not appear in the same relative order each time they appear. Manual Check Required Line 2, Column 473

<body class="all_in_one"><div id="wrapper"><div id="header"><div class="container"><a class="logo" h ...

• **Check 131:** Long quotations may not be marked using the blockquote element. Manual Check Required

**ACCESSIBILITY CHANGES UPON REQUEST**

If you’d like a custom accessibility update to your Ethnio theme or screener, please email info@ethn.io and we’re happy to accommodate. This falls under Ethnio custom theme terms, which is subject to custom development fees.